The NEXUS file format (Maddison et al., 1997) is currently used by a diversity of programs for storing sequences, discrete morphological data, and/or tree descriptions primarily for purposes of phylogenetic analysis. Programs employing the NEXUS format include: COMPONENT (Page, 1993;  http://taxonomy.zoology.gla.ac.uk/rod/cpw.html); GeneTree (Page and Charleston, 1997a,b) ; MacClade (Maddison and Maddison, 2000 , http://macclade.org/); MrBayes (Huelsenbeck and Ronquist, 2001 , http://morphbank.ebc.uu. se/mrbayes/); NDE (Page, 1998 , http://taxonomy.zoology.gla. ac.uk/rod/NDE/nde.html); PAUP* (Swofford, 2002 , http:// paup.csit.fsu.edu/); r8s (Sanderson, 2003 , http://ginger. ucdavis.edu/r8s/) SplitsTree (Huson, 1998 , http://www. mathematik.uni-bielefeld.de/~huson/phylogenetics/splitstree. html); and TreeView (Page, 1996 , http://taxonomy.zoology. gla.ac.uk/rod/treeview.html). By adopting the NEXUS file format for their programs, programmers save their users from the hazards of making copies of their original data to accommodate the differing file formats of the programs they use. Just as with gene duplication events, divergence is the rule once there is more than one copy of a data file, and one of the primary benefits of the NEXUS format lies in promoting data integrity by reducing the number of times the original data file needs to be copied and modified.
Unfortunately, the NEXUS file format is complex due to its flexibility. This complexity means that few programmers have invested the time needed to write the code for reading and interpreting files in the NEXUS file format. The primary purpose of the NEXUS Class Library (NCL) is to reduce the cost of adopting the NEXUS file format (in terms of person-hours of programming effort). A secondary benefit of the NCL is consistency. Programs that have already adopted the NEXUS format differ in their implementation of the format. Each program produces a different message for the same underlying error in the NEXUS file, and most fail to adhere strictly to the published format. Having a NEXUS class library ensures consistent behavior and error reporting among the programs that incorporate it.
The NCL comprises 15 C++ classes that together confer the ability to interpret most NEXUS data files in existence. NEXUS files are composed of discrete sections known as blocks. The NCL provides classes to encapsulate these blocks, each derived from a common base class, NxsBlock. For example, the NEXUS TAXA, TREES and DISTANCES blocks are fully implemented by the NxsTaxaBlock, NxsTreesBlock and NxsDistancesBlock classes, respectively. The TAXSETS, CHARSETS and EXSETS commands from the ASSUMPTIONS block have been implemented in the NxsAssumptionsBlock class, and most CHARACTERS and DATA blocks can be read by the NxsCharactersBlock and NxsDataBlock classes. Some of the more complicated blocks require helper classes: NxsDistanceDatum, NxsDiscreteDatum, NxsDiscreteMatrix and NxsSetReader are examples of such classes. NxsReader encapsulates the NEXUS file interpreter, orchestrating the process of reading a NEXUS file using the NxsToken class to read individual tokens from the file. Finally, NxsString provides additional functionality over the standard string class, and NxsException objects are thrown when an error is detected while reading a file.
Like most programs that have adopted the NEXUS file format, the NCL does not fully implement the format as described by Maddison et al. (1997) . For example, some blocks (e.g. the UNALIGNED block) do not appear in many actual data files and, thus, have received low priority. In CHARACTERS and DATA blocks, DATATYPE = CONTINUOUS has not yet been implemented, as well as the less common choices for ITEMS (e.g. MIN, MAX, MEDIAN etc.) and STATESFORMAT (e.g. INDIVIDUALS, COUNT FREQUENCY) .
Included with the NCL are three example applications that use it: nclsimplest is the example described in detail in the documentation for the library; ncltest is the simplest application that nevertheless incorporates all existing capabilities of the library; and BASICCMDLINE provides an example of a command-driven application, and also illustrates how a private NEXUS block can be used to allow batch-mode processing.
The distribution (see http://hydrodictyon.eeb.uconn. edu/ncl/) includes: (1) all of the source code for the NCL and example applications; (2) three example NEXUS data files; and (3) complete source code documentation in the form of HTML pages. The standard GNU build system (employing a configure script created by GNU Autoconf and makefiles created by GNU Automake) is included for Linux/Unix builds. The library has been successfully compiled under the following combinations of operating sytem/compiler: Mac OS 10.1.5/gcc 2.95.2, Mac OS 10.2.6/gcc 3.1, Windows XP Professional/Visual C++ 6.0, Red Hat Linux 7.3 x86/gc 2.96, Red Hat 7.0 Alpha/gcc 2.96. The NCL is free software and falls under the GNU General Public License (http://www.gnu.org/licenses/licenses.html).
